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 "There are three kinds of lies: 
lies, damned lies, and 
statistics."
Benjamin Disraeli, the 19th century British 
Prime Minister



Remote Learning Isn’t Going Away 

It is time to make it more effective. 

“ Let’s consider remote learning a great experiment and a 
challenge to our ingenuity and resourcefulness.
In short, let’s apply the qualities that we associate with our 
scholarship - imagination, vision, inventiveness and creativity - 
to our teaching.”

Source: 
https://www.insidehighered.com/blogs/higher-ed-gamma/remote-learning-isn%E2%8
0%99t-going-away 

https://www.insidehighered.com/blogs/higher-ed-gamma/remote-learning-isn%E2%80%99t-going-away
https://www.insidehighered.com/blogs/higher-ed-gamma/remote-learning-isn%E2%80%99t-going-away


Question

What tips do you have for creating successful 
online learning ?



Agenda

1. E-learning in a digital age
2. STEAM initiative
3. Community of Inquiry
4. Samples of course design elements
5. UDL and online learning
6. Resources



E-learning in the 21st century

What is it?

The world has
changed 
dramatically. 

What about 
Education?
 



The Skills Needed in a Digital Age (Bates, 2019) 

Communication Skills

Ability to Learn Independently

Ethics and Responsibility

Teamwork and Flexibility

Thinking Skills 

Digital Skills

Knowledge Management



7 Principles to Design Innovative Learning Environments 
(OECD, 2017)

•Make learning and engagement central

•Ensure that learning is understood as social

•Be highly attuned to learners’ emotions

•Reflect individual differences

•Be demanding for all while avoiding overload

•Use broad assessment and feedback

•Promote horizontal connectedness



“From STEM to STEAM” Benefits

•STEAM aligns with employer demand for well-rounded grads by creating 

opportunities to use interdisciplinary approach, which otherwise, will be 

absent in a curriculum with emphasis on vocational outcomes.

•Research supports cognitive effect of the arts and its connection to 

enhancement of skills necessary for students to succeed in any field.

•Combination of STEM and non-STEM skills provides a balanced approach to 

preparing students to uncertain future (CCA, 2015).



Art develops abilities such as:
•Draw on curiosity

•Perceive an object in a different form

•Construct meaning

•Work effectively with others

Art and science do not compete, they are complementary.

A person’s brain needs both views in order to make sustainable decisions 
(Sousa & Pilecki, 2013).



Learning theories support art elements in course designs 
(Schunk, 2012)
 Imagery
The human body is structured such that we take in more information visually than 
through all other senses. Visual displays help to foster attention, learning, and 
retention.

The collective findings from learning and brain research support the benefits of 
graphics.

Emotions can facilitate learning because they direct attention and influence 
learning and memory.

 Brain research substantiate the positive effect that emotional involvement can 
have on learning and the building of synaptic connections.



Community of Inquiry

An educational community of inquiry
 is a group of individuals who collaboratively 
engage in purposeful critical discourse and 
reflection to construct personal meaning and 
confirm mutual understanding.

Community of Inquiry Framework (CoI) 
a process of creating a deep and 
meaningful (collaborative-constructivist) 
learning experience through the 
development of three interdependent elements – social, cognitive and teaching 
presence.                                                         https://coi.athabascau.ca/coi-model/

https://coi.athabascau.ca/coi-model/


Social Presence

is the ability of participants to identify with a group, communicate openly in 
a trusting environment, and develop inter-personal relationships by way of 
projecting their individual personalities. (Garrison, 2017)

•Affective expression

•Open communication

•Group cohesion



Teaching Presence

is “the design, facilitation, and direction of cognitive and social processes 
for the purpose of realizing personally meaningful and educationally 

worthwhile learning outcomes”. (Garrison, 2017)

•Design & Organization

•Facilitation

•Direct Instruction



Cognitive Presence

is “the extent to which learners are able to construct and confirm meaning 

through sustained reflection and discourse”. (Garrison, 2017)

•Triggering event

•Exploration

•Integration

•Resolution



Question

Teaching Presence

Social Presence

Cognitive Presence

Which of these presences would be the most challenging 
to create in online courses? Why? 



CoI framework is generic and coherent structure of a transactional 
educational experience whose core function is to manage and monitor the 
dynamic for thinking and learning collaboratively.  (Garrison, 2017)

Suggestions to facilitate Social Presence:

1.Acknowledge participation

2.Be encouraging and supporting while directing discussions

3.Project your personality as a teacher

4.Suggest that students log-on at least three times per week

5.Encourage students to acknowledge contributions when responding

6.Be conversational and not too formal in communications

7.Encourage “lurkers” to participate



“Collage” Design of Activity-Based Statistics Course 

 Goal
Mix activities for individual and collaborative learning with art-inspired 

elements to create multiple opportunities for engagement with and integration 

of the course content.

Course elements

Imagery, songs, humor, art-inspired activities, simulations,  reflective activities, 

group project, discussion forums, videos, etc.



Course Elements: Jokes



Course Elements: Songs

https://www.causeweb.org/smiles/songs/enlightened_teacher/playback?listenOnly=1

https://www.causeweb.org/smiles/songs/enlightened_teacher/playback?listenOnly=1


Course Elements: Statistics in Action Profile



Course Elements: Journal

Reflective Journal

Video description of the assignment https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_lisbW6wsQ&t=1s 

Weekly Entries

End-of-Semester Summary

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_lisbW6wsQ&t=1s


Students’ Feedback

I personally enjoyed the songs about statistics, it helped me see the fun 
side of statistics and made it less intimidating. 

I really do appreciate of the breakdown of the materials in the modules. It 
is very organized and helped me quickly go back on topics that took me 
longer to understand.

 I also use the practice exercises to test my knowledge and see where I’m 
at. It helps me identify where I’m lacking and where I’m doing well. 



Question

How familiar are you with Universal Design for Learning (UDL)?

Do you use UDL principles and guidelines in your teaching practices?



Universal Design for Learning 

UDL  is a framework to improve and optimize teaching and learning for all 
people based on scientific insights into how humans learn (CAST, 2020).

UDL Guidelines: 

Provide multiple means of 

Engagement

Representation

Action & Expression



   



Industry is the best at the intersection of 
science and art.

Edwin H. Land (an American scientist and inventor, co-founder of the Polaroid 
Corporation)

Source: https://www.azquotes.com/quotes/topics/art-and-science.html



Image credit: 
https://www.causeweb.org/cause/resources/fun/all?type_1=cartoon&combine=&field_tags_ti
d=All&items_per_page=10&page=10

Thank you!



Resources
Songs in teaching
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/1467-9639.00062
https://stemforall2018.videohall.com/presentations/1242

Smiles project 
https://www.causeweb.org/smiles/
https://www.causeweb.org/smiles/about

Samples 
https://www.causeweb.org/smiles/songs/enlightened_teacher/playback?listenOnly=1

Other resources on fun activities 
https://www.causeweb.org/cause/resources/fun/references
https://www.causeweb.org/cause/resources/fun/cartoons/beanstalks?id=258

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/1467-9639.00062
https://stemforall2018.videohall.com/presentations/1242
https://www.causeweb.org/smiles/
https://www.causeweb.org/smiles/about
https://www.causeweb.org/smiles/songs/enlightened_teacher/playback?listenOnly=1
https://www.causeweb.org/cause/resources/fun/references
https://www.causeweb.org/cause/resources/fun/cartoons/beanstalks?id=258
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